This one-pager explains what
workstyles are and how they are
used to create a Work+ workplace.
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In summary, workstyles describe how
people work and specify the spaces
needed to support that work. Individuals
are assigned a workstyle through a
workplace survey, and the spaces each
individual needs are added together to
create the space program (“ingredients
list”) for their group’s workplace.

brightspot developed Work+, an alternative workplace
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strategy program for the University of Minnesota, as a way
to rethink the space, technology, and training necessary
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Workstyles group people by how they work in terms of their mobility and
interaction.

for productive work. Rather than assign people to a single

Mobility refers to where people work: how much they spend working at
their desk compared to working elsewhere. The more time they spend
away from their desk, the more mobile they are.

neighborhood of spaces. Working collaboratively with the

Interaction refers to how people work: how much time they spend
working by themselves compared to working with others. The more time
they spend working with others, the more collaborative their work is.

work space, Work+ provides a variety of options within a

University’s administrators as well as an integrated team of

program, determine the typical project process, develop

the tools, train staff to use them, and implement a successful
pilot.

The infinite combinations of mobility and interaction are divided into 6
different workstyles. Individuals are assigned a workstyle based on their
survey answers. Managers then confirm or adjust the workstyle for each
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staff members.

in response times and 43% greater access to other

departments), space utilization (36% less space per person),
and workplace satisfaction (114% greater sense of energy).
As a result of this pilot, the University is pursuing ways to
apply the Work+ program more broadly.

The University also applied Work+ to the University

of Minnesota Rochester, a satellite campus, as a way

to minimize its physical footprint. The resulting space

combines open, collaborative workplace for faculty within

interaction:
% time spent working with others

improvements in business performance (69% reduction
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*Resident confidentials are identified by managers / deans.

WORKSTYLE ANALYSIS

office suites paired with adjacent private consulting areas
for meetings with students.

POST OCCUPANCY EVALUATION

QUALIFICATIONS
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The resulting Work+ program has boosted productivity
in less space. A post-occupancy analysis revealed
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The chart below shows how each of the six workstyles fall based on
% time spent at desk (mobility) & % time spent working with others
(interaction).
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a multiphase planning process to design and brand the
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How are workstyles assigned?

individual

HR, IT, and Facilities representatives, brightspot oversaw
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